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Computing, standard tool for a long time in the High 
Energy Physics community, is being slowly introduced 
at CERN in the mechanical engineering field. 
The first major application was structural analysis fol- 
lowed by Computer-Aided Design (CAD) . Develop- 
ment wk is now prcgtessing towards Computer- 
Aided Engineering around a powerful data base. This 
integration mk will considerably ease future ma- 
chine design. 
Examples of the power cf this approach applied to en- 
gineering for accelerators and detectors are given. 

l.INTRODUCTION 

The last thirty years have seen the huge expansion of 
computers in the technical and industrial weld. This 
computer revolution has considerably modified- 
wwlcing methods The High Energy Physics commu- 
nity, always aware cf new techniques, was among the 
first to use the power of the number-crunchers’ . 
However it took some time to enlarge the field of 
computer applications from oz~trols, data taking and 
processing to mechanical engineering design. Now, 
slide rules and drawing boards are being replaced by 
powerful intelligent wmk-stations. 
Fachofthelastthree decadeshasseenthearrivalof 
new design tools into the High-Tech indutries: compu- 
tation of structures by the Finite Element Method 
(FEM) in the 60’s followed by Computer Aided Drawing 
then Design (CAD) in the 70’s and now, during the 80’s, 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing KIM), Computer 
Aided Eqineering (CAE) and many other Computer 
Aided things (CAX!!ll . . . 
Fx- each of these packages, some years were necessary 
to evolve from prototypes under development to 
user-friendly industrial products. Consequently, an 
early intmiuction into production induced heavy 
debugging and adaptation work but despite all the 
problems encountered, benefits were gained rapidly. 
After quite a slow start in computing for mechanical 
engineering, CERN followed this trend, adapting soft- 
ware to accelerator and detector technolcgy especially 
for the present very large projects. In the mid 70’s, the 
first FEM packages, namely SAFE-SHELL SAP4, DOT, 
~einstalledonthe~7600[l].Theyprxredto~ 
very useful in the design stage of fancy structures but 
time had to be spend to debug and to write input and 
output routines. Ten years later, directly usable pack- 
ages ( CASTEM, MS) provided by scftware firms 
have been installed on the central computers running 
VM tcgether with smaller ones installed on KS. Engi- 
neers and designers are now currently running cases 
ranging from beam analyses to complex structures 
with thousands af degrees of freedom Non-linear 
analysis (plasticity, buckling,...) are also tackled by 
some specialists. 

In fact the major breakthrough has been Computer 
Aided Design (CAD). A Decision to install a CAD systen 
in the technica divisions was made in 198 1 and, m 
year later, after a detailed technical evaluation a true 
3D solid model& was implemented Solid model.&! 
were in their initial stages, but their potential was con. 
sidered much wider, in particular the assembly capa- 
bilities allowing integration Cc various parts cf accel- 
erators and detectax The chosen software was cum 
pean , EUCLID, installed on a VAX 780 from DIK The 
initial work-stations were terminals with storage dis- 
plays This young and very powerful s&ware with s 
new version issued every quarter required a big efforl 
from the designers to adapt themselves not only to z 
newtiandanewwukingmethodbuttitoz 
product with too many bugs. 
Six ears later, the new user-friendly version ELKLID 
IS 21, runs on more than thirty dedicated work- Y 
stations oonnected to two clustered VAX machines, 2 
8650 and a 785. The computing power has been multi 
plied by 8 sinoz 1982. The s&ware has reached a rr~~ 
mature and stabilised stage: a new version arrives onl) 
once a year! 
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The ‘Large Electron-Ibsitrm collider’ has already beer 
presented at many oazasions; see for example 131. But 
to show the actual dimensions cf the project it seem: 
useful to give mm numbers. 
In the 27 km long underground aozelerata-, one cz 
find almost 60,000 different components cf various di- 
mensions from some millimeters to kilometers ant 
summarized in the Table below. The main objective ir 
theintroductioncCCADwas,fromtheb ’ 
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complete memorisati~ af the whole machine 14. TAX 
modelisation of every corn-t is used not only tc 
produce standard production drawings but also in al 
the subsequent assemblies. 

1 ACCELERATOR NUMBER OF DIFF. T0I’A.L NUMBER 
SYSTEMS c.Jx4Klm oFalmNENrs 

Civil Engineering 40 120 
MagnetsandRFsystem 40 5000 
Beam instrumentation 30 620 
Vacuum system 220 15240 
Accelerator suppcrt 100 5.500 
Water cooling 330 14900 
Electrical distribution 110 13700 
Transpcct (monaail 25 1700 
Survey 10 780 
Total 905 57560 
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CAD is run interactively by the designers to perform 
their studies. Thinking in 3D is a major change in the 
workirgrnethxlwhenyou~leamedto~kin2D 
in multiple views, but most cf the designers succeeded 
toadapt.Rnv, despitethelatestartcfCAD,abouttw0 
yearsafterthebeghingoftheLEPprc@t,mostofthe 
machine components exist in the data base as objezts 
The degree cf definition varies from one amponent 
to another. The most detailed ones have been studied 
on CAD from scratch, the 3D object being transformed 
into a suitable form to prodwe manufacturing draw- 
ings (with a perspective which allows everybody to 
understand the drawing!). 
One example CT the LIP components de-d by 

computer 0ximiques is shown here: the moving sup- 
pa-t Cc the low-0 quadrupoles for which the design was 
perfamed using EUCLID (F&l). Deformations and 
vibrations were checked with FIN (Fii.21, and the 
component was then integrated in its environment 
(Civil Enghzering, Pipe work, other components 
. ..)(Fig.31. 

77 Comwnents 

When building a large installation such as LEP, inox- 
pa%.@ many interrelated systems in a confined 
envircmment, it is vital to keep track d the space 
occupation cf individual components in ceder to detect 
and resolve possible aWlicts as early as possible at the 
design stage. Thereafter, time oonsumhg and aMly 
modifications carried out in the field at the installation 
stage are kept to a minimum. Traditionaly, this was 
attempted by sett.ing a number d draughtmen the 
unenviable task cf producing and keeping up-to-date a 
set of so-called layout drawings cf the aazeleratcr being 
built When assessing the potential CE CAD this activity 
was reoclgnized as an area where majcr savings in 
man- could be achiewd, mding at the same 
time improved results when making use d the facilities 
otTered by a full 3D modelling system. 
The method developpcd at CEBN fa: the automatic 
production cf accelerator layouts is based upon 2 data- 
bases and 2 application prcgrams. 

A library of CAD objects describing the geometry of 
each component cf the aaxleratcr and setvices has 
Fg. 1 ExmpleofCADtixLEP 

Rg.2FEMctnTpration 
of UP element 

been compiled In the case cf those components which 
were completely designed with CAD, essentially be- 
looging to the aozeleratm systems, the cbjects are 
readily available. For other components which were 
designedonadrawingboard,aCADmodelwaspco- 
duced from existing drawings. In order to keep the 
drawings readable and to stay within the limitation 
imposed by the CAD system on the complexity cf the 
models, up to 4 levels of representation exist fee each 
component. Fa- example for schematic layouts at a 
scale cf l/250 the aompcnents are represented by a 
box, and for a detailed layout at a scale d 1 /lO they 
include all geometric details m to a few millimeters. 

A database defining the spatial location of all the 
mrnmts cf all sy9ems was developped wherever 
possible use was made of existing data Fat example the 
magnet, beam d~~~atiion and vacuum systems stre 
directly tWained from the LIP parameters database 
used by machine physicists. Data for other systems was 
either derived from existhg systems ( for example the 
magnet supports are md from the magnet system 
1 or built up from scratch 

Using the accelerator systems database and the CAD 
library of components, the application prcgram pro- 
duces 3D assemblies of equipment correctly located in 
theaxhinetunneLWknv+xx--interactively- 
assemblies are visualized on a graphic week-station 
and can be manipulated with the tools of&red by the 
CAD system for the detection of interferences, or fcr 
test.& mw arrangements Cc equipment. 
To produce the large number cf layout drawings nec- 
essary for a machine 27 kms long , a batch version is 
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components library. 

~~tlitnitationinthesizecfthemode1thatca.n 
be manipulated by the CAD system has required the 
development cf a second application program to deal 
with large 3D assemblies Cc th acre@ator regtcouPW 
up to 400 components. These assembhes are a factor cf 
ten larger then the current limitation 
Starting from a set of view windcws ( topfrOnt, axon- 
ornetryetc)andalistofLEPsystemstobeseenm~s 
set of views, the application creates and stores in the 
database a tree structure cf each assembl 
ahed The assemblies are then compute CK 

to be VisU- 
in a combi- 

natkal way by recalling the leaves two by two 
computing and storing the intermediate result. The 
final result is then extracted from those partial results. 
TheprcductioncCa6viewassemblyofaLFPhalfcell 
amounts to 200000 3D points, 160000 . facets and 
requires 40 minutes cf a VAX 8650 CPU time. 
At present the layout production system deals with 39 
systems a- sub-systems containing approximately 
60’000 components belonging to 900 different types+( 
see table). It would b quite impossible to deal with ths 
task interactively. 
The productivity d the CAD system is drastically 
improved when one can automatically produce toutme 
jobs which wuld c&&wise mume hundreds CT 
hours for an interactive user and his expansive work- 
station 

3.NEAR 

Communication is a must in large er&eering projects 
like accelerators or detectors. Therefore, it is unthmk- 
able that CAD lives in autonomy. The general industrial 
trend is moving towards a complete integration cf the 

variouse&.neeringtasks.Theaimistogatheran+md 
a unique data base under the term Computer Aided 
Engineering (CAE) diverse activities such as design 
computati~ drawings, simulation manufacturing, 
planning budgeting, maintenance,... In view cf future 
large aozelerators and huge detector prolects, Cl!50 
must follow this trend 
A 3D geometric desa;iption allows foe partial integra- 
tion and examples described above represent the firsi 
steps cf a future evolution Gzmections towards low- 
oost, low-level drawing s&ware are un+r develop- 
ment,togetherwithlinkstoFEMcomputationsandN( . . machining A complete object definition encompasse! 
more than geometric data Tech&al (swications 
tolerances,...) and administrative (drawing number 
supplier,...) data should be added The open structure d 
a Data Base Management System (IXvISI is the obvti 
core foe such an integration The standard Data Base! 
(such as ORACLE, the CEW standard 1 must howevet 
evolve to ccmxtly handle the axnbinati Cc geomet. 
ric text and numerical data found in Etlgineering. 

4. CONCLUSION 

For aHigh-Techcrganisation such as CERN used High 
Tech tools for its engineering is a must Computer Aide< 
Ebgheering is developped around a pcnwful ~hc 
modeller and a standard data base. Direct and indmz 
benefits have already been shown but it is felt that an) 
mw large project must use such an integrated ap 
prmh 
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